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Civil Rights Reform in Historical
Perspective

Re gulating Marital Violence

REVA B. SIEGEL

In the nineteenth century, and again in the twentieth century, the American fem-
inist movement has attempted to reform the law of marriage so as to secure for
wives equality with their husbands. In each century, the movement's efforts have
produced significant changes in the law structuring marriage. The status of ma¡ried
women has improved, but wives still have not attained equality with their hus-
bands-if we measure equality as the dignitary and material ..goods', associated
with the wealth wives control, or the work they perform, or the degree of physical
security they enjoy. The legal system continues to play an important role in per-
petuating these status differences, although, over time, the role that law plays in
enforcing status relations has become increasingly less visible.

As this essay will show, efforts to reform a status regime do bring about change-
but not always the kind ofchange advocates seek. when the legitimacy ofa status re-
gime is successfully contested, lawmakers and jurists will both cede and defend
status privileges-gradually relinquishing the original rules and justificatory rhet-
oric of the contested regime and finding new rules and reasons to protect such
status privileges as they choose to defend. Thus, civil rights reform can breathe
"new life" into a body of status law by pressuring elites to translate it into a more
contemporâry, and less controversial, social idiom. I call this kind of change in the
rules and rhetoric of a status regime "preservation through transformation,', and I
illustrate this modernization dynamic in a case study of domestic assault law as it
evolved in rule structure and rationale from a law of marital prerogative to a law
of marital privacy.

The Anglo-American common law originally provided that a husband, as master
of his household, could subject his wife to corporal punishment or ,,chastisement"

as long as he did not inflict permanent injury on her. During the nineteenth century,
an era of feminist agitation for reform of marriage law, courts in England and in
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the united states declared that a husband no longer had the right to chastise his
wife. Yet for a century after courts repudiated the right of chastisement, the Amer-
ican legal system continued to treat wife beating differently from other cases or
assault and banery. Although authorities denied rhat a husband had rhe right to
beat his wife, they rarely intervened in cases of marital viorence; a husbanã who
assaulted his wife was granted various formal and informal immunities from pros-
ecution in order to protect the privacy of the family and to promote domlstic
harmony.

As the nineteenth-century feminist movement protested a husband's marital pre-
rogatives, it helped bring about the repudiation of chastisement doctrine; but in so
doing, the movement also precipitated changes in the regulation of marital violence
that ''modemized" this body of status raw. Instead of rèasoning about marriage in
the older, hierarchy-based norms of the common law, lawmakãrs began to juitify
the regulation of domestic violence in the language of privacy and love associateã
with companionate marriage in the industriar era. onòe tansrated from an anti-
quated to a more contemporary gender idiom, the state's justification for treating
wife heating differently from other kinds of assault seemed reasonable in ways thË
law of chastisement did not.

As the evolution of domestic viorence law illustrates, political opposition to a
status regime may bring about changes that incrementally improve itle welfa¡e of
subordinated groups. with the demise of chastisement law, the situation of married
women improved-certainly, in dignitary terms, and perhaps materially as well.
At the same time, the story of chastisement's demise suggesìs that thereis a price
for the dignitary and material gains that civil rights reform may bring. If u ,.fo.,rr
movement is at all successful in advancing its justice claims, it will bring pressure
to bear on lawmakers to rationalize status-enforcing state action in new ãnd less
socially controversial terms. This process of adaptation can actually revitalize a
body of status law, enhancing its capacity to legitimate social inequalities that
remain among status-diffe¡entiated groups. Examined from this peripective, the
reform of chastisement doctrine can teach us much about the dilemmas confronting
movements for social justice in America today.

Reforming Spousal Assault Law: F¡om prerogative to privacy

The Right of Chastisement and Its Critics

until the late nineteenth century, Anglo-American co,,,mon law structured marriage
to give a husband superiority over his wife in all aspects of the relationship. B'y
law, a husband acquired rights to his wife's person, the value of rrer paiå anä
unpaid labor, and most property she brought into the marriage. A wife wai obliged
to obey and serve her husband, and the husband was subject to a reciprocal d-uty
to support his wife and represent her within the legal ,yrt".. A..orãing to the
doctrine of marital unity, a wife's legal identity "merged;' with her husband's, so
that she was unable to file suit withòut his pa.ticiputiãn, whether to enforce con-
tracts or to seek damages in tort. The husband was in tum responsible for his wife's
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conduct-liable, under certain circumstances, for her contracts, torts, and even
some crimes.r

As master of the household, a husband could command his wife's obedience and
subject her to corporal punishment or "chastisement" if she defied his authoriry.
In his treatise on the English common law, William Blackstone explained that a
husband could "give his wife moderate correction,"

[flor, as he is to answer for her misbehaviour, the law thought it reasonable to intrust
him with this power of restraining her, by domestic chastisement, in the same mod-
eration that a man is allorved to correct his apprentices or children; for whom the
maste¡ or parent is also liable in some cases to answer. But this poiver of cor¡ection
was confined rvithin reasonable bounds, and the husband was prohibited from using
any violence to his wife.z

As Blackstone suggested, the right to give corporal punishment was subject to legal
and customary limits. The master of the household might chastise his wife (or
children or servants), but he could not inflict peÍnânent injury on them \ryithout
risking indictment for assault and battery.

Blackstone's Commentaries played an important role in shaping American legal
culture;3 and early American law treatises described chastisement as one of the
husband's marital prerogatives.a Records of chastisement larv in America are scant,
however. The practice of wife beating was more frequently addressed in popular
culture than in published judicial decisions of the era. Yet cases in a number of
states, particularly in the southem and mid-Atlantic region, recognized a husband's
prerogative to chastise his wife.s

By the middle of the nineteenth century, a variety of political and economic
forces had begun to erode the common law of marital status in rvhich the right of
chastisement was situated.6 Two of the most powerful reform movements of nine-
teenth-century America, the movements against slavery ("abolition") and alcohol
("temperance"), gave rise to the first organized movement for women's rights.
Although membership in this new reform movement was relatively small, it was
well connected to social elites both within and without government. In 1848, when
the "woman's rights" movement held its first convention, it denounced the law of
marriage in a formal "Decla¡ation of Sentiments":

He has made her, if married, in the eye of the law, civilly dead.
He has taken f¡om her all right in property, even to the wages she earns.

. ..ln the covenant of marriage, she is compelled to promíse obedience to her
husband, he becomíng, to all intents and purposes, her master-the law giving him
pow,er to deprive her of her liberty, and. to administer chastisementT

By mid-century, legislatures in a number of states had begun to enact statutes
that modified the common law of marital status; these first statutes typicaily allowed
wives to hold property in their own names. Passage of the married women's prop-
erty acts inaugurated a gradual process of reform that continues to the present day.
At no point was there a categorical repudiation of the doctrine of marital unity;
rather, with feminists continually protesting the law of marital status, legislatures
and courts modified the common law in piecemeal fashion, giving wives the right
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to hold property in marriage, the right to their earnings, and the rudiments of legal
agency: the right to file suit in their own names and to claim contract and tort
damages.E

During this period, the right of chastisement was subject to two kinds of criti-
cism. Criticism of the prerogative began indirectly. As the temperance movement
protested the social evils of alcohol, it drew public attention to the violence that
drunken husbands so often inflicted on their families. The movement's conventions,
newspapers, poems, songs, and novels featured vivid accounts of women and chil-
d¡en who had been impoverished, terrorized, maimed, and killed by drunken men.e
Temperance protest was simultaneously radical and conservative in tenor. Con-
demning alcohol provided reformers an outlet for criticizing the social conditions
of family life, in the name of protecting the sanctity of family life. Initially, at
ieast, temperance activists preached one remedy for the family violence they so
graphically depicted: prohibiting the sale of alcohol.

The woman's rights movement differed from the temperance movement, both in
its diagnosis of family violence and in the social remedies it proposed. As woman,s
rights advocates attacked the hierarchical structure of marriage, they challenged the
husband's authority over his wife, which the prerogative to chastise practically and
symbolically embodied. The woman's rights movement thus broke wirh the tem-
perance movement by depicting wife beating as a symptom of fundamental defects
in the structure of marriage itself. The movement's 1848 "Declaration of Senti-
ments" identified chastisement as part of a political system of male dominance, an
analysis that feminists continued to elaborate in the ensuing decades.

For woman's rights advocates, a structural diagnosis of male violence against
women dictated a structural remedy. In the 1870s, one of the movement's news-
papers argued that domestic violence exposed the "fiction of Vy'oman's protection
by man" and thus demonstrated "the necessity that women should have increased
power, social, civil, legal, political and ecclesiastical, in order to prorect them-
selves."r0 "These horrors," another writer contended, "result inevitably from the
subjection and disfranchisement of women, just as similar outrages used to result
from the subjection and disfranchisement of negroes. Equal Rights and Impartial
Suffrage a¡e the only radical cure for these ba¡barities."tt But some in the move-
ment proposed more immediate remedies. Beginning in the 1850s, a vocal minority
in the temperance and woman's rights movement argued that wives should be
allowed to divorce drunken, violent husbands.t2

Formal Repudiation of the Right of Chastisement

The American legal system did respond to these criticisms of chastisement law-
but it did so in complex ways. Decades of protest by temperance and woman's
rights advocates, combined with shifting attitudes toward corporal punishment and
changing gender mores, worked to discredit the law of chastisement. By the 1870s,
there was no judge or treatise writer in the United States who would defend the
right of chastisement. Thus, when wife beaters were charged with assault and bat-
tery, judges refused to entertain the claim that a husband had a legal right to strike
his wife. Instead judges pronounced chastisement a "quaint" or "barbaric" rem-
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nant of the past and allowed the criminal prosecution to proceed. As an Alabama

court explained in l87l: "The wife is not to be considered as the husband's slave.

And the privilege, ancient though it be, to beat her rvith a stick, to pull her hair,

choke her, spit in her face or kick her about the floor, or to inflict upon her like

indignities, is not now acknowledged by our law."13 In several states, legislatures

enacted statutes specifically prohibiting wife beating; three states even revived cor-

poral punishment for the crime, providing that wife beaters could be sentenced to

the whipping post.ta

Thus the law governing wife beating began to change' But if lawmakers and

jurists unanimously repudiated the law of chastisement, they did not adopt legal

rules that would necessarily constrain wife beating.

For example, during the late nineteenth century, the legal system remained

largely unresponsive to feminist demands for reforms that might assist battered

wives in protecting themselves. Feminist efforts to secure for the battered wife the

right to separate from her husband, or to divorce him, were largely unsuccessful:

reform proposals of this sort were disparaged as threatening the sanctity of marriage

and family. In this period, states did begin to grant divorce on grounds of cruelty,

but the standards for securing such a divorce were quite difficult to satisfy. Typi-

cally, a battered wife was required to prove that her husband acted with "extreme"
and "repeated" cruelty.r5 Moreover, the evidence required to prove "extreme cru-

elty" varied by class, on the assumption that violence was a cornmon, and normal,

part of life among the married poor.ró At the same time, a husband could defeat

his wife's divorce petition either by showing that she misbehaved in some way

that "provoked" his violence or by showing that she delayed petitioning for di-

vorce and so forgave and "condoned" his violence,r? In short, the law of divorce

still assumed that a wife was obliged to endure various kinds of violence as a

normal-and sometimes deserved-part of married life.
Just as marriage law changed to allow divorce on grounds of cruelty while

continuing to tolerate signiflcant amounts of violence in the marital relationship'

so the criminal law also changed to prohibit chastisement while continuing to allow

much violence in marriage to go unchecked. Here, too, class played an important

role in discourses about marital violence. In the closing decades of the nineteenth

century, commentators regularly depicted wife beating as the practice of lawless

or unruly men of the "dangerous" classes. More particularly, they demonized the

wife beater as a racial "other," whom authorities needed to control in order to

secure social stability. Statistics on affests and convictions for wife beating during

this era demonstrate that criminal assault law was enforced against wife beaters

only sporadically and then most often against African Americans and immigrant

ethnic groups.ts
The reforms of the 1870s did not mark the beginning of more fundamental

change. Instead, for the ensuing century, the American legal system continued to

tolerate violence in marriage as it did not in other relationships' As we will see,

it was possible for lawmakers and jurists to condone wife beating even as they

condemned the chastisement prerogative because lawmakers and jurists had be-

gun to reason about the regulation of marital violence in a new conceptual frame-

work.
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Regulating Domestic Violence in an Era of Companionate Marriage

In the world of Blackstone's Contmentaries, marriage was a hierarchical relation-
ship in which a husband ruled over his wife and other members of the household.

Yet by the nineteenth century, this authoritv-based conception of marriage had

begun to lose its persuasive power-a development that clearly contributed to the

demise of the chastisement prerogative. For example, treatise author James Schou-

ler observed in 1870 that there was a tension between the hierarchical premises of
chastisement doctrine and contemporary conceptions of marriage: "In a ruder state

of society the husband frequently maintained his authority by force. .. . But [in
recent limesl the wife has been regarded ntore as the companion of her husband;

and this right of chastisement may be regarded as exceedingly questionable at the
present day. The rule of love has superseded the rule of forc¿."te The shift in
popular understandings of marriage that Schouler's treatise registers had important
consequences for the way in which jurists reasoned about a husband's marital
authority. Nineteenth-century jurists did not deny that a husband had authority over
his wife; instead, as Schouler's treatise illustrates, they insisted that a husband rule
his household by love rather than by force. This mingling of authority and affect-
based conceptions of marriage shaped the body of marital status law that emerged

in the wake of chastisement's demise.

As jurists began to reason about domestic violence within the discourse of com-
panionate marriage, they developed a new framework for analyzing the regulation
of wife beating. Judges who would no longer defend the husband's right to inflict
corporal punishment on his wife began instead to emphasize that the law should
promote domestic harmony between husband and wife and protect the privacy of
the marriage relationship.

THE DISCOURSE OF AFFECTIVE PRIVACY IN
DOMESTIC ASSAULT LAW

The discourse of affective privacy, a new mode of reasoning about the regulation
of marital violence, made its earliest appearance in American case law as a justï
fication for the right of chastisement. For example, when North Carolina upheld

the right of chastisement in State v. Black,2o the court justifred the prerogative on

two grounds: the husband's authority over his wife ("[a] husband is responsible

for the acts of his wife, and he is required to govem his household") and the need

to shield domestic conflicts from public scrutiny ("the law will not invade the

domestic forum or go behind the curtain").rr ln Black, the traditional hierarchy-
based rationale for chastisement law was intermingled with new rationales couched

in the discourse of affective privacy: "public exhibition in the court-house of such

quarrels and fightS between man and wife widens the breach, makes reconciliation
almost impossible, and encourages insubordination."22

Such arguments began to play an even more prominent role in the regulation of
marital violence when North Carolina repudiated the doctrine of chastisement in
the 1868 case of State v. Rhodes.23 ln Rhodes, the North Carolina Supreme Court
declined to enforce an assault and battery charge against a man who assaulted his
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wife. The court repudiated the chastisement prerogative but then granted the wife
beater immunity from criminal prosecution, justifying this new immunity policy in
the rhetoric of affective privacy:

[H]owever great are the evils of ill temper, quarrels, and even personal conflicts in-

flicting only temporary pain, they are not comparable with the evils which would result
from raising the curtain, and exposing to public curiosity and criticism, the nursery

and the bed chamber. Every household has and must have, a govemment of its own,
modelled to suit the temper, disposition and condition of its inmates. Mere ebullitions
of passion, impulsive violence, and temporary pain, affection will soon forget and

forgive; and each member will find excuse for the other in his own frailties. But when

trifles are taken hold of by the public. and the parties are exposed and disgraced, and

each endeavors to justify himself or herself by crirninating the other, that which ought

to be forgotten in a day, will be remembered for life.'zo

As the court summed up the nerv doctrine six years later in a much-quoted

opinion: "If no permanent injury has been inflicted, nor malice, cruelty nor dan-

gerous violence shown by the husband, it is better to draw the curtain, shut out
the public gaze, and leave the parties to Íorget and forgive."25 Thus, North Car-

olina courts abrogated a husband's prerogative to chastise his wife but supplanted

it with an immunity from prosecution that coincided with the scope of the former
prerogative. The law of chastisement was thus translated into a body of doctrine
that comported with the logic of companionate maniage.

The concern for privacy that appea¡s in these North Carolina cases does not
seem to have played a significant role in the development of criminal law in the

late nineteenth century-perhaps because criminal prosecution of wife beaters dur-

ing this era was focused on controlling men of the "lower classes," men whose

privacy needs elites scarcely recognized, much less sought to protect. But privacy-

based reasoning about domestic violence did shape the development of private law
in the late nineteenth century, playing a key role in the law of intentional torts as

it emerged from reform by the married women's property acts. It was in the law
of torts that privacy-based reasoning about marital violence flourished before re-

turning to shape the criminal law during the early twentieth century.

PRIVACY IN THE EMERCING LAW OF

INTERSPOUSAL TORT IMMUNITY

While it was clea¡ by the second half of the nineteenth century that wife beating

was a crime, it was not at all cleff that this same conduct constituted a tort. A
criminal prosecution for wife beating was brought against a husband by the state,

whereas a tort claim was prosecuted by the married woman herself. Could a baç
tered wife bring suit against her husband in order to vindicate her own injuries
without depending on the state to intervene and protect her? The question was

startling to those versed in common-law understandings of marriage. The same

body of common law that vested a husband with the prerogative to chastise his

wife also denied a married woman the right to file suit without her husband's
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consent and joinder.'?6 Interspousal litigation violated fundamental p¡ecepts of the

doctrine of marital unity.
But if the prospect of a wife's suing her husband contravened the most basic

common-1aw concepts of marriage, it was also an inevitable outgrowth of common-
law reform in the mid-ni,neteenth century-a period when the doctrine of marital
unity was undergoing statutory modification under the pressure of feminist advo-

cacy. Courts asked to determine rvhether wife beating was a tort had to interpret
the marriage reform legislation whose enactment the woman's rights movement
had advocated. Among the many rights these laws gave married women was the

right to file suit without their husbands' joinder and the right to collect tort damages

for injuries to their persons and property. Under these reform statutes, could a wife
now bring a tort suit against a husband who assaulted her and collect money dam-

ages? The question presented women as agents of their own vindication in a dual
sense: a plaintiff sought redress for her injury without relying on the state to protect

her, and she did so under the authority of legisiation enacted in response to feminist
advocacy.

The law of torts differed from the criminal law in one other respect relevant to
our analysis of the development of modern domestic assault law. A wife was likely
to bring a suit for money damages against a husband who assaulted her only in
circumstances in which there were assets to redistribute within the family. Thus,

as jurists would surely recognize, it was married men of the middle and upper
classes who might face tort claims for wife beating-precisely those men who
were unlikely to face criminal prosecution for wife beating during the late nine-
teenth century.

With these gender- and class-salient features to recommend it, the new tort claim
was not well received. Regardless of whether a husband beat, choked, stabbed, or
shot his wife, all courts that hea¡d such tort claims initially rejected them. (This

doctrine of "interspousal tort immunity" survived well into the twentieth century
and still remains law in a number of states today.)'?7

The Supreme Court of Maine was one of the first to synthesize the "domestic
harmony" and "privacy" rationales in a tort case decided in 1877. ln Abbott v.

Abbott, a woman sued her ex-husband in tort, alleging that he violently assaulted

her. The Maine court ruled that the plaintiff could not recover tort damages from
her ex-husband. The court acknowledged that "there has been for many years a
gradual evolution of the law going on, for the amelioration of the married woman's
condition, until it is now undoubtedly, the law of England and of all the American
states that the husband has no right to strike his wife, to punish her, under any
circumstances or provocation whatever."28 Yet, after repudiating the right of chas-

tisement, the court declared that a husband was immune from tort liability for as-

saulting his wife. To support this view, the court quoted an opinion of the North
Carolina Supreme Court explaining why a husband should be immune from criminal
prosecution for beating his wife : " '[!t is better to draw the curtain, shut out the
public gaze, and leave the parties to forget and forgive.' "2e Asserting that a tort rem-
edy was not "desirabie" as a wife could seek relief in the criminal courts, or seek a

divorce on grounds of cruelty, the court observed that "[i]t would be a poor policy
for the law to grant the remedy asked for in this case," for "[t]he private matters of
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the whole period of married existence might be exposed by suits" and ,,this would
add a new method by rvhich estates could be plundered.',3o

When the U.S. Supreme Coun construed the District of Columbia's married
woman's property act in 1910, it iuvoked both a ..privacy" and a .,domestic
harmony" rationale for interspousal tort immunity.3r The court asserted that con-
gress had not intended to give spouses the capacity to sue each other;32 it then
observed that allowing intrama¡ital suits would "open the doors of the courts to
accusations of all sorts of one spouse against the other, and bring into public notice
complaints for assault, slander and libel" and questioned whether "the exercise of
such jurisdisction would be promotive of the public welfare and domestic har-
mony."33 By the early twentieth century, numerous state supreme courts had baned
wives from suing their husbands for intentional torts typically on the grounds that
"the tranquility of family relations" would be "disturbed by dragging into court
for judicial investigation at rhe suir of a peevish, fault-finding trusuanã, or at the
suit of the nagging, ill+empered wife, matters of no serious moment, which if
permitted to slumber in the home closet would silently be forgiven or forgotten.',ia

It is important to observe that courts developed the doctrine of interspousal tort
immunity in response to the reþnn of the common law. As the common law was
slowly modified by starute and judicial decision, courts had to explain anomalies
in the law of ma¡ital status that simply did not exist before. At common law, a
wife lacked capacity to sue anyone without her husband's joinder, so her inability
to sue her husband was hardly in need of explanation. But once a married woman
was granted the right to sue in tort for injuries to property or person, courts had
to decide whethe¡ she could sue her husband and, if not, to explain why not. All
courts that faced the claim initially ruled against it, with some explaining the emer-
gent law of interspousal tort immunity by invoking the doctrine of marital unity.
But because the doctrine of unity was itself under attack, courts sought new grounãs
on which to justify the immunity bar. "privacy" supplied grounds on *hich to
justify interspousal tort immunity-grounds that were seemingly independent of
the increasingly discredited language of marital hierarchy. And so the discourse of
marital status began to shift from the rhetoric of "marital unity" to the rhetoric
of "privacy" and "domestic harmony.,,

Thus, judges seeking to explain the modiûed structure of marital status law in-
creasingly drew upon gender concepts of the industrial era to explain the law of
marriage in more contemporary and socially credible terms. Rather than represent
marriage in the biblical discourse of "one flesh," as a relation that ,,merged,' wife
with husband, courts instead discussed marriage as it was understood in nineteenth-
century America: as a companionate relationship based on an affective bond that
flourished best in a sphere separate from civil society. some judges even went so
far as to depict the marriage relation as situated in a home with heavily curtained
windows: thus, a court would not hea¡ a wife,s suit for damages against a husband
who battered her because public policy counseled that "it is better to draw the
curtain, shut out the public gaze, and leave the parties to forget and forgive."3s
with this shift to privacy talk, a husband's marital prerogatives could be preserved
in new juridical form-as legal imrnunities.

once courts ceased to rely on the rhetoric of marital unity and began to discuss
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marriage in the language of privacy and affect, they no longer had to explain the
law of maniage as enforcing relations of hierarchy. Instead, courts could explain
the law of marriage as preserving relations of altruism.If a wife suffered a beating
at the hands of her husband, "it is better to. . . leave the parties to forget and
forgive."36 As the North Ca¡olina Supreme Court observed: .,[The law] drops the
curtain upon scenes of domestic life, preferring not to take cognizance of what
transpires within that circle, to the exposure of pubtic prosecution. It presumes that
acts of wrong committed in passsion will be followed by contrition and atonement
in a cooler moment, and forgiveness will blot it out of memory."37 In short, it was
no longer necessary to justify a husband's acts of abuse as the lawful prerogatives
of a master. Rather, the state granted a husband immunity to abuse his wife in
order to foster the altruistic ethos of the private realm. In this way, laws that
protected relations of domination could be justified as promoting relations of love.
The regulation of marital violence was thus translated into the language of com-
panionate marriage prevailing during the industrial era.

PRIVACY IN THE CRIMINAL LAW OF
DOMESTIC AS SAULT

By the beginning of the twentieth century, this new mode of reasoning about mar-
ital violence traveled from tort law to criminal law and found institutional expres-
sion in the criminal justice system. During this period, cities began to establish
special domestic relations courts staffed by social workers to handle complaints of
marital violence; by 1920 most major cities had such courts, The family court
system sought to decriminalize marital violence. The underlying theory of this
special court system, a New York City judge explained, was that ,.domestic trouble
cases are not criminal in a legal sense."38 Rather than arrest or punish those who
assaulted their partners, the judge and social workers urged couples to reconcile,
providing informal or formal counseling designed to preserve the relationship
whenever possible. Battered wives were discouraged from filing criminal charges
against their husbands, urged to accept responsibility for their role in provoking
the violence, and encouraged to remain in the relationship and rebuild it rather
than attempt to sepa¡ate or divorce. The police adjusted their arrest procedures to
accord with the new philosophy of the domestic relations courts, channeling family
violence cases out of the criminal justice system and into counseling whenever
possible, In this institutional framework, physical assault was not viewed as crim-
inal conduct; instead. it was viewed as an expression of emotions that needed to
be adjusted and rechan¡eled into marriage.

Regulation of maritai violence continued in this ,,therapeutic,' framework for
much of the twentieth century. There was no formal immunity rule as in tort law,
but the criminal justice system developed a set of informal procedures for handling
marital violence-which it justified in the discourse of affective privacy. In the
1960s, for example, the training bulletin of the Intemational Association of chiefs
of Police offered the following instructions for handling ..family disturbances',:
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For the most part these disputes are personal matters requiring no direct police action.
However, an inquiry into the facts must be made to satisfy the originating complaint.
. . . Once inside the home, the officer's sole purpose is to presene the peace. . .

[a]uempt to soothe feelings, pacify parties. . . [s]uggest parties refer their problem to
a church or a community agency....In dealing with family disputes tfte po*,er of
arrest should be exercised as a last resort. The officer should never create a police
problem when there is only a family problem existing.se

Until the last decade, this set of instructions was quite typical of police procedure
in American cities. For example, in Califomia, the Oakland Police Department's
1975 "Training Bulletin on Techniquos of Dispute Intervention" asserted that
"[t]he police role in a dispute situation is more ofren that of a mediator and
peacemaker than enforcer oÍ law. . . . Normally, officers should adhere to the policy
that that arrests shall be avoided . . . but when one of the parties demands arrest,
you should. .. encourage the parties to reason with each other."ao

It was not until the late 1970s that the contemporary women's rights movement
mounted an effective challenge to this regime. Today, after numerous protest ac-
tivities and lawsuits, there are sheiters for battered women and their children, new
arrest procedures for police departments across the country, and even federal leg-
islation making gender-motivated assaults a civil rights violation.alYet as the U.S.
surgeon general recently found, battering of women by husbands, ex-husbands, and
lovers remains the single largest cause of injury to women in the United States

today.u2

Notwithstanding profound changes in the laws and mores of marriage since the
tum of the century, Americans still reason about marital violence in terms of pri-
vacy. O. J. Simpson invoked this tradition in 1989 when he shouted at poLice who
had responded to his wife's call for help: "The police have been out here eight
times before, and now you're going to arrest me for this? This is a famíly matter.
Why do you want to make a big deal out of it when we can handle it?"43 The
chief justice of the United States invoked this discourse of the private when he
objected to provisions in the new Violence against Women Act4 that create a

federal cause of action for gender-motivated violence. The bill's "broad definition
of criminal conduct is so open-ended, and the new private right of action so sweep-
ing," Chief Justice William H. Rehnquist complained, "that the legislation could
involve the federal courts in a whole host of domestic relations disputes."as

Civil Rights Reform and the Modernization of Status Discou¡se

In this essay I have attempted to demonstrate that some kinds of privacy talk are

properly understood as modem expressions of the putatively discredited doctrine
of marital unity. There is no necessary connection here, only a historically contin-
gent one. But the connection is terribly important to observe for just that reason.

Status talk is mutable and remarkably adaptable: it will evolve as the rule structure
of a status regime evolves. In the ensuing sections I reflect briefly on the signifi-
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cance of this observation for our understanding ofcivil rights reform, both historical
and contemporary.

Historical P erspectives

Status regimes are not static but dynamic-revitalized from time to time as they

are reshaped by diverse political forces and draw on evolving social mores. For
example, in the decades after the Civil War, a regime of racial status built on the

law of chattel slavery evolved in rule structure and rhetoric into the form of Amer-
ican apartheid knorvn as "Jim Crow." The law of de jure segregation differed from
chattel slavery in its constitutive rules (so that former slaves were subject to a

different set of labor codes and restrictions on their civil liberties); it is less com-
monly observed that the law of de jure segregation also differed from chattel slav-
ery, at least in part, in the rhetorics employed to justify its constitutive rules. During
the aptly named "Reconstruction" era, overtly hierarchy-based justifications of-
fered for chattel slavery began to give way to justifrcations for apartheid that drew
upon racial discourses of the private. Thus, in Plessy v. Ferguson, the Supreme

Court upheld racial segregation under the Fourteenth Amendment by reasoning that
racial equality did not require "an enforced commingling of the two races":46

The object of the amendment was undoubtedly to enforce the absolute equality of the

two råces before the law, but in the nature of things it could not have been intended

to âbolish dislinctions based upon color, or to enforce social, as distinguished from
political equality, or a commingling of the two races upon terms unsatisfactory to
either. . . .If the trvo races are to meet upon terms of social equality, it must be the

result of natural affinities, a mutual appreciation of each other's merits and a voluntary
consent of individuals.aT

The racial discourse of the private that the Court invoked in Plessy differed from
the discourses of affective privacy employed to rationalize elements of marital
status law during the same period but functioned in strikingly similar ways: to
explain laws enforcing status privileges, once justified in overtly hierarchy-based

discourses, with reference to other, less contested, social values.
There were significant differences in the rules and rhetoric that were employed

to enforce racial status relations under chattel slavery and under Jim Crow. Yet it
plainly would be wrong to overlook the elements of continuity between regimes.
During Reconstruction, the legal system still played a significant role in maintaining
the differences in material and dignitary privilege that constituted "the two races,"
although it now did so by means of a new cluster of rules and rhetorics. In short,

Jim Crow was a successor to chattel slavery that enforced the status relations we
call "race" by somewhat less formalized means. I call this dynamic of preservation

through transfonnation in the structure of a status regime "deformalization" or
"modernization."

Modemization of a status regime occurs when a legal system enforces social
stratiûcation by means that change over time. One commonly recognized way that
law enforces social stratification is by according groups hierarchically differentiated
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entitlements 1nd obligations. In antebellum America, the law of slavery and mar-
riage enforced ¡ace and gender hierarchy by such overt means. But by the Recon-
struction era, the law of race and gender status had begun, slowly, to evolve, in
diverse ways eschewing the overtly hierarchical forms of the antebellum period. In
this era, the legal system continued to draw distinctions on the basis of race and
gender, but it now began to emphasize formal equality of entitlements in relation-
ships once explicitly organized as relationships of mastery and subordination and

to repudiate openly caste-based justitcations for such group-based distinctions as

the law continued to enforce. While the American legal system continued to dis-
tribute social goods and privileges in ways that favored whites and males, it now
began self-consciously to disavow its role in doing so. The new interest in rule
equality and the energy devoted to explaining law without recourse to overtly caste-
based justifications ma¡k an important shift in the mode of regulating race and
gender relations, a deformalization and concomitant modemization of status law.

Civil rights agitation plays a significant role in precipitating the modemization
of status regimes. Abolitionist protest (and a civil war) contributed to the modern-
ization of racial-status law during the Reconstruction era, just as the woman's rights
protest contributed to the modemization of gender-stâtus law during this same
period. If successful, protest of this sort will draw the legitimacy of a status regime
into question and so bring pressure to bear on lawmakers and other legal elites to
cede status privileges. In such circumstances, legal elites may begin to cede status
privileges, but they will also defend them. They will initially defend privileges
within the traditional rhetoric of the status regime-but because the traditional
rhetoric of the status regime is now socially contested, they will begin to search
for "new reasons" to justify those status privileges they choose to defend. As
reform of the commonlaw marital-status rules illustrates, this process of ceding
and defending status privileges will result in changes in the constitutive rules of
the regime and in its justificatory rhetoric-with the result that, over time, status
relationships will be translated from an older, socially contested idiom into a newer,
more socially acceptable idiom. In short, civil rights reform is an important engine
of social change. Yet civil rights reform does not simply abolish a status regime;
in important respects, it modernizes the rules and rhetoric though which status
relations a¡e enforced and justified.

The dynamic of preservation through transformation that I am describing need
not arise through the conspiratorial or malevolent motivations of the legal elites
directing reform. Indeed, we can posit for purposes of argument that the legal elites
who implement these changes in the constitutive rules and rhetoric of a status
regime are acting in "good faith." For example, I assume that the judges who
repudiated marital chastisement, yet developed the interspousal tort immunity doc-
trine to constrain interpretation of the married women's property acts, did not
snicker in the robing room in gleeful appreciation of their interpretive sophistry.
They could rvell have ha¡bored the good-faith conviction that privacy and domestic
harmony were important social values that required protection as they superin-
tended the marriage relation through a period of turbulent legal transformation.
Thus, as judges contemplated the question of whether the reform statutes granting
married women a ton claim for injury to theL persons and property should be
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construed to enable wives to sue their husbands, judges could well have decided,

in all sincerity, that considerations of "public policy" warranted interpreting the

statutes to bar the clain.
Yet it also seems clear that, as educated, propertied men, judges reasoned about

this question within certain legal traditions and from a certain social position that

prediiposed them to certain legal conclusions. Judges who initially adopted the tort

i.n'unity rule openly embraced it as preserving elements of the doctrine of marital

unity; only as the doctrine of marital unity was progressively discredited did courts

coÍre to iely exclusively on justifications couched in the discourse of affective

privacy, Moreover, given the social position from which judges reasoned about
;'public policy," they were far more likely to appreciate the benefits of the tort

immunity rulà (to propertied husbands) than to register its costs (o battered

wives)--¿ phenomenon Paul Brest has elegantly dubbed "selective sympathy and

indifference.,'08 of course, we can assume that at least some of these judges had

the critical faculties to discern, and thus to correct for, the biases to which their

deliberative processes were subject. sometimes, however, critical oblivion is bliss,

especially when it is interest-convergent.

Does this inquiry into the modernization of status regimes turn out to be a story

about stasis afær all? Is Jim Crow slavery by another name and the network of

formal and informal immunities for wife beating that emerged during Reconstruc-

tion the functional equivalent of chastisement? As I indicated at the outset of this

discussion, I believe that the dynamic I am describing can fairly be called one of

preservation though transformation or characterized in any way that indicates that

èlements of continuity and change are at stake in the process. A body of status

larv is modemized when its rules and rhetoric are reformed, and yet the law con-

tinues to distribute material and dignitary privileges in ways that maintain the

distinctions constituting the regime (e.g., "race" or "gender") in relatively con-

tinuous terms. Modemization of a status regime may nonetheless bring about per-

ceptible, even significant, changes in status relations. For example, we can posit

that African Americans were "better off" under a regime of Jim crow than a

regime of chattel slavery, certainly in terms of dignitary values and possibly in

terms of their material welfare as well. Similarly, we can posit that married women

were ,,better off" under a regime of formal and informal immunities for wife

beating, certainly in terms of dignitary values and possibly in terms of their material

welfæe as well.
There is, however, one way in which members of each group were indisputably

worse off: in their capacity to achieve further, welfare-enhancing reform of the

status regime in which they were subordinated. By the mid-nineteenth century,

slauery and marital-status law (chastisement, in particular) were socialiy contested

and substantially discredited practices. They lacked legitimacy in the eyes of many.

But once racial-status law and marital-status law were reformed in the Reconstruc-

tion era, each status regime gained substantially in legitimacy. As each regime was

translated from contested rules and rhetorics into more contemporary rules and

rhetorics, each was again ,,naturalized" as just and reasonable, in significant part

because each was now formally and substantively distinguishable from its contested

predecessor: each could be justified in terms of social values that were distinct from
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the orthodox, hierarchy-based norms that characterized its predecessor (slavery,

marriage) as a regime of mastery. Considered from this perspective, we can see

that civil rights reform may alleviate certain dignitary or material aspects of the

inequalities that subordinated groups suffer; åz¡ we can also see thc¿t civil rights

reþrrn may enhance the tegal system's capacity to legitimate residual social ine-

Emlities atnong status-dffi rentiated groups.

Of course, struggle persists, and oftentimes subordinatecl grouPs can exploit the

semantic instability of status discourses for their own resistance purposes. After

many decades, the rhetoric of separate but equai was tumed against Jim Crow' and

the discourse of privacy developed a constitutional life that would have startled the

nineteenth-century judiciary. It might seem that such deveiopments would tend

ultimately to destabilize regimes of race and gender status. Yet the dynamic runs

in both directions. Protest or resistance discourses are semantically unstable as well,

with the result that rhetorics employed by recent civil rights movements to chal-

lenge laws enforcing race-and gender-status relationships are now being turned to

status-preserving ends. As the recent life of the coior-blindness trope illustrates,

civil rights rhetoric can supply "legitimate," "nondiscriminatory" reasons for op-

posing affirmative action and other group-conscious initiatives intended to remedy

racial and gender inequalities. This change in the politicai valence of civil rights

discourse-a phenomenon Jack Balkin calls "ideological drift"ae-occurs as those

who oppose cunent efforts to rectify race and gender stratification seek to justify

their opposition in terms that can be differentiated from a naked interest in pre-

serving race and gender stratification. Although many justifications might sufñce

for these purposes, claiming fidelity to principles of equality would seem to provide

an unimpeachable reason for opposing group-conscious efforts to rectify race and

gender stratification. The language of color-blindness can now be appropriated for

these purposes, because the rule structure of contemporary race- and gender-status

law has changed in response to demands for color-and sex-blindness that have been

advanced by the civii rights movement over the last several decades, and govem-

ment rarely employs race-and gender-conscious regulation any more' except for

the purpose of alleviating social stratification. Under such circumstances, old protest

discourses (such as color-blindness) are especially susceptible to capture' "drift,"
or co-optation, as they justify adherence to the status quo in terms that are espe-

cially difficult to impugn. As I observed at the outset of this discussion, status talk

is mutable and remarkably adaptable and will evolve as the rule structure of a
status regime evolves.5o

Contemporary Perspecîíves

To what extent is the legal system responsible for the continuing race and gender

stratification of American society? Today it is commonplace to distinguish between

de jure and de facto discrimination-and to attribute some aspects of race and

gender stratification to state action and others to "social" factors that might reflect

"the continuing effects of past discrimination.' ' Largely unarticulated in such ac-

counts of de jure and de fãcto discrimination is any theory about what kinds of

state action a¡e discriminatory, or status enforcing. Most often it is tacitly assumed
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that race- or gender-specific state action is status enforcing, whereas so-called fa-

cially neutral state action is not.
This way of reasoning about the de jure-de facto distinction has its roots in equal

protection doctrines requiring "heightened scrutiny" ofrace- or gender-specific state

action. Under the pressure of this constitutional requirement, laws that only recently

were cast in race- or gender-specific terms have been revised so that they are now

cleansed of any race- or gender-specific references. As a consequence, the persisting

race and gender stratification of American life is commonly (and often legally) attrib-

uted to "the continuing effects of past discrimination' ' rather than to current, "fa-
cially neutral" forms of state action.

There is little in contemporary equal protection doctrine that challenges this view.

The Court will hear arguments that race- or sex-based state action is discriminatory;

otherwise it requires plaintiffs to prove that facially neutral state action is motivated

by a discriminatory purpose.sr Yet the Court has construed "discriminatory pur-

pose" to be a state of mind akin to malice,s2 and, as the Court itself has acknowl-

edged, it is exceedingly difficult to prove "discriminatory purpose" once it is defined

in this way: lawmakers can always articulate socially benign (or at least nonmali-

cious) reasons for policies they adopt that may "incidentally" perpetuate starus ine-
qualities among groups. Cumulatively, this body of equal protection doctrine has

given lawmakers a strong incentive to change the rule structure of policies that long

enforced racial or gender stratification and to articulate "legitimate, nondiscrimina-
tory reasons" for those policies in order to immunize them from further equal pro-

tection challenge.
Thus, the civil rights revolutions of the 1960s and 1970s precipitated a shift in the

rule structure and justificatory rhetoric of laws that long played a role in enforcing
race- and gender-status relations. Given that today most state action has been

cleansed ofrace- and gender-specific references, can we assume, as both the Supreme

Court and the American public seemingly have, that by virtue of these reforms, the

state has generally withdrawn from the business ofenforcing race- and gender-status

relations?
We might consider this question by examining how equal protection doctrines of

heightened scrutiny have affected law enforcement policies regulating marital vio-
lence. Although general criminal assault statutes were often used to regulate "do-
mestic disturbances," it was also commonplace for judicial opinions, statutes, and

law enforcement policies to refer to the conduct as "wife beating" or otherwise to

discuss the pafies involved in gender-speciflc terms. After 1976, when the Court de-

cided in Craig v. Boren53 Thal sex-based state action would be subject to a heightened

or intermediate standard of review under the equal protection clause of the Four-

teenth Amendment, all this began to change. Residual gender-specific references

were deleted from the law and replaced with gender-neutral language, with the result

that the conduct is now generally refened to as "spousal assault" or "domestic vi-
olence." (To be sure, in this era many feminists advocated the use of gender-neutral

language in domestic violence policies, in the course of seeking reþrm of their sub-

stantive noftns; lawmakers readily adopted the gender-neutral language and moved

far more slowly to revise the constitutive norms and procedures oftheir domestic vi-
olence policies.)

Now, when litigants challenge law enforcement policies providing lesser degrees
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of protection to victims of domestic violence, they have great difficulty proving that
the policies are sexually discriminatory-despite the fact that it is women who a¡e
overwhelmingly the targets of assaults between intimates.sa A number of federal cir-
cuit courts have ruled that facially neutral spousal assault policies are not subject to
heightened standa¡ds ofreview under the equal protection clause (although such pol-
icies may constitute discrimination against married persons or cohabitants, subject to
more deferential or "rational ¡elation'' review).ss Because such policies are couched
in gender-neutral terms, plaintiffs seeking to prove that the policies were animated by
a sexually discriminatory purpose would have to show that they were adopted..át
least in part because of, and not merely in spite of," their impact on women.56 Simila¡
problems in provìng sex discrimination occur with equal protection challenges to the
doctrine of interspousal tort immunity (which, as we have seen, was couched, from
the outset, in formally gender-neutral terms), or to the exemption for ,.spousal" 

rape,
or to rules giving "spouses' ' rights to the value of labor performed in the household.

In this way, modern doctrines of equal protection are effacing the gender-specific
(or race-specific) antecedents of state policies that in their cunent, facially neutrai
form may well continue to enforce relations of gender or racial inequality. While
modern equal protection law has served to disestablish certain forms of status-
enforcing state action, in many cases, the changes equal protection doctrines effected
were at best superficial.sT

Consider the domestic violence policies we have examined. The threat of equal
protection litigation prompted the deletion of gender-specific references f¡om the
law; once "sanitized" in this way, such policies have become exceedingly difûcult
to challenge with existing constitutional tools, even when their historically rooted
norms ¡emain intact and substantially unquestioned. Under the case law we havejust
surveyed, a municipality defending a facially neutral domestic violence policy
against an equal protection claim need show only that the policy is rationally related
to some legitimate state purpose and was not adopted "because of" its "adverse ef-
fects" on women. To say the least, this showing does not require municipalities to
make significant changes in the structure of their policies-even if the facially neu-
tral policies continue to treat victims of assaults by intimates differently than other
victims of assault.ln Siddle v. City of Cambridge,ss the court found that the city's
proffered justifications did in fact pass the rational-basis test:

The state puts fofh several justifications for any differences that may exist. These
justifications fulfill the rational basis test, and reach the level of an important state
objective. The first is that the criminal area may not be the best place to resolve
marital problems of this sort. The govemment needs flexibility so that all of its re-
sources, including mental heahh agencies, can rectify the situation. Often criminal
sanctions alone are ineffective, Moreover, domestic violence situation [sic] are differ-
efi from other forms of criminal behavior in theír complex emotíonal causes of be-
havior.... The government need not treat cases as the same, because it would be
unproductive, and possibility counter-productive, to do so.5e

The justiûcations accepted by this court as satisfying the rational relation (and even
intermediate scrutiny) test should be quite familia¡. The reasons supplied are con-
ventional expressions of the discourse of affective privacy, which has been used
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to justify criminal law policies on domestic violence since the Progressive Era-
reasons for affording infonnal immunity to assat ts behveen intinntes that wottld
not obtain in other contexts. The analytical framework of equal protection cases

such as these merely serves to rationalize a body of laws whose normative roots

can be traced to the ancient doctrine of marital chastisement. For close to two
decades now, the modern feminist movement has protested the inadequacy of do-

mestic violence policies but, in the course of this work, has received considerably

less assistance from the Constitution's promise of equal protection of the laws than

the lineage of the policies would seem to warrant.
There are certain modifications to equal protection doctrine that could make it

supple enough to police for bias in the new forms of "facially neutral" state action

it has helped bring into being. For instance, the Court might revise the doctrinal
criteria that define race-and sex-based state action for purposes of triggering height-

ened scrutiny. Given the lineage of "spousal" assault policies, rvhy should the

mere use of gender-neutral language immunize the policies from heightened scru-

tiny? Or the Court might revise the much-criticized doctrines of discriminatory
purpose that plaintiffs must use to challenge facially neutral policies and practices.

Given the history of marital violence regulation, why must a plaintiff show that a
facially neutral spousal assault policy was adopted "because of" its "adverse ef-
fects" on women? This requirement seems especially perverse in an "equal rights"
era, when policymakers conventionally supply ' 'legitimate, nondiscriminatory' '

¡easons for their actions.
Unfortunately, as currently constituted, the Court shows scant interest in revising

equal protection doctrines of heightened scrutiny and discriminatory purpose. This
body of constitutional law once served to dismantle status-enforcing state action,

but, because of its very success in precipitating the reform-and ¡nodemization-
of status-enforcing state action, the doctrines often serve to rationalize rather than

scrutinize the new, facially neutral forms of status-enforcing state action they

helped bring into being.

Conclusion

As this essay has demonstrated, status law is dynamic and evolves in rule structure
and rhetoric under the pressure of civil rights reform. In the nineteenth century,
when judges repudiated a husband's common-law prerogative to chastise his wife,
they began to grant wife beaters a variety of formal and informal immunities from
public and private prosecution. Just as the doctrine of chastisement was rationalized
by rhetorics of hierarchy, this new regime of immunity rules was rationalized by
rhetorics of interiority: by a discourse of affective privacy that invoked the feelings

and spaces of domesticity to justify the law of marital status in an era of compa-
nionate marriage.

In short, as this essay has illustrated, emotions have a history, and their discursive
roots can be traced-if only in small part-to the nineteenth-century courüoom,
where the discourse of affective privacy served to make "reasonable" marital-
status doctrines when talk of marital unity no longer could. There, judges invoking
the discourse of affective privacy translated the hierarchy-based chastisement doc-
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trine into immunity rules couched in a more modern idiom: "If no permanent injury

has been inflicted, nor maiice, cruelty nor dangerous violence shown by the hus-

band, i¡ is better 1o draw the ctttain, shut out the public gaze' and leave the partíes

to forget and forgive."6o The American antidiscrimination tradition pays scant at-

trntioi ,o these chameleonJike qualities of status talk; it has reifred the phenomena

it calls ,,sex discúmination" uná ".u.. discrimination," without attending to their

dynamic character. But this study of marital violence law demonstrates that status

dís"our." is mutable, evolving as it is contested over the course of the centuries.

Ii civil rights reform is to bã effective, civil rights law must continually adapt'

.triving to'r"main in critical dialogue with the evolving rules and rhetoric of any

status regime it aspires to disestablish'
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